Shirley Bassey is so indifferent to the life-and-death struggle of Black South Africans that she defied international sanctions and performed in the apartheid state on two separate occasions.

In October, 1981 and again as recently as March, 1984 the stubborn songstress entertained Pretoria's mad dog fascists, whose applause could never drown out the cries of malmoured Black South African babies, the screams of tortured detainees, or outraged widows and mothers at recurring mass funerals.

Unity in Action and U.S. Out of Southern Africa (USOSA) are asking the public to join the boycott of Shirley Bassey's concerts and recordings unless and until she denounces apartheid.

Please come out on the picketlines. Respect oppressed Black South Africans and United Nations prohibitions against cultural (artistic) collaboration with the apartheid system which has been appropriately termed "a crime against humanity."

Refuse to patronize artists who, by accepting "Blood Money" to entertain apartheid, are taking the side of the oppressor. Support the liberation struggle of South Africa's exploited, disenfranchised, and denationalized majority.

SPONSORS: UNITY IN ACTION & U.S. OUT OF SOUTHERN AFRICA (USOSA)/Info: (213)291-8459/625-2034
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Della Reese
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**The Staple Singers
Edwin Star
Candi Staton
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Brian Tarff
Buddy Tate
**The Temptations
John Thomas
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Timmy Thomas
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**Tina Turner
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This list is based on a
list comprised by two
New York City based
organizations, the
Patrice Lumumba Coalition
and AJASS, based on re-
search done by Michael
C. Beaubien and the
United Nations Centre
Against Apartheid.
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